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ON THE LARGEST EIGENVALUE OF A MIXED GRAPH WITH
PARTIAL ORIENTATION
BO-JUN YUAN, YI WANG, AND YI-ZHENG FAN∗
Abstract. Let G be a connected graph and let T be a spanning tree of G.
A partial orientation σ of G respect to T is an orientation of the edges of G
except those edges of T , the resulting graph associated with which is denoted
by Gσ
T
. In this paper we prove that there exists a partial orientation σ of
G respect to T such that the largest eigenvalue of the Hermitian adjacency
matrix of Gσ
T
is at most the largest absolute value of the roots of the matching
polynomial of G.
1. Introduction
Let G = (V,E) be a simple graph. Based on G, a mixed graph DG (or D for
short) is obtained from G by orienting some of its edges, where G is called the
underlying graph of D, and the oriented edges are the arcs of D. Formally, a mixed
graph D is comprised of a vertex set V (D) = V (G), a set of undirected edges and
a set of arcs. To avoid confusion, denote an undirected edge by {u, v} and an arc
by (u, v).
Let F be the set of edges of G to be unoriented. An orientation σ of G with
respect to F is defined as a skew-symmetric map:
σ : (V (G) × V (G))\F → {0, 1,−1},
where σ(u, v) = −σ(v, u), and σ(u, v) 6= 0 if and only if {u, v} ∈ E(G). We note
here F is considered as a set of ordered pairs of the vertices of V (G) by replacing
each element {u, v} by (u, v) and (v, u). The resulting mixed graph associated with
σ and F is denoted by GσF , where each edge in F is unoriented (undirected), and
each edge e = {u, v} outside F is oriented from u to v if σ(u, v) = 1 or from v to u
otherwise. If F = ∅, then GσF , written as Gσ in this case, is an oriented graph or a
mixed graph with complete orientation. If F = E(G), then GσF is exactly the graph
G without any orientation. Otherwise, GσF is called a mixed graph with partial
orientation.
The Hermitian adjacency matrix [10, 8] of GσF is defined to be a matrixH(G
σ
F ) =
(huv), where
huv =


1, if {u, v} ∈ F,
iσ(u, v), if {u, v} ∈ E(G)\F,
0, otherwise ,
where i =
√−1 is the imaginary unit. Since H(GσF ) is Hermitian, its eigenvalues
are all real. Denote by λmax(G
σ
F ), λmin(G
σ
F ) the largest and the smallest eigen-
values of H(GσF ) respectively. The spectral radius of G
σ
F , denoted by ρ(G
σ
F ), is
defined to be the largest modulus of eigenvalues of H(GσF ), which is equal to
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max{λmax(GσF ), |λmin(GσF )|}. In this paper the spectrum and the eigenvalues of
a graph always refer to those of its Hermitian adjacency matrix.
Guo and Mohar [8] proved that ρ(GσF ) ≤ ρ(G) for any F and σ. Mohar [12]
characterized the case when the equality is attained in the above inequality. An
interesting question is characterizing orientations for which the spectral radius is as
small as possible. Chung and Graham [2], Griffiths [7] considered quasi-randomness
in digraphs which is related to the question. Mohar [12] asked what is the minimum
spectral radius taken over all orientations of a given graph. Greaves, Mohar, and
O [6] answered the question as follows:
Theorem 1.1. [6] Let G be a graph and let µG(x) be the matching polynomial of
G. Then there exists a complete orientation σ of G such that λmax(G
σ) ≤ ρ(µG),
where ρ(µG) is the largest absolute value of the roots of µG(x).
As Gσ is an oriented graph, the spectrum of H(Gσ) is symmetric about the
origin (see [8] or [10]).
Corollary 1.2. [6] Let G be a graph and let µG(x) be the matching polynomial of
G. Then there exists a complete orientation σ of G such that ρ(Gσ) ≤ ρ(µG).
In this paper we will discuss Mohar’s question on mixed graphs with partial
orientations. Let G be a connected graph and let T be a spanning tree of G. Write
GσE(T ) as G
σ
T for short. We prove that there exists a partial orientation σ of G with
respect to T such that the largest eigenvalue of H(GσT ) does not exceed the largest
absolute value of the roots of the matching polynomial of G. We stress two points
as follows. (1) If G is bipartite, then H(GσT ) has a symmetric spectrum so that
spectral radius of GσT does not exceed the largest absolute value of the roots of the
matching polynomial of G. (2) If G contains even cycles, we can take a spanning
tree T such that under any partial orientation σ, GσT is not switching equivalent to
an oriented graph or unoriented graph. So our result is not a conclusion of Theorem
1.1 and Corollary 1.2.
We follow the method of interlacing families of polynomials that was developed
by Marcus, Spielman, and Srivastava [11] in their seminal work on the existence
of infinite families of Ramanujan graphs, and are motivated by work of Greaves,
Mohar, and O [6].
Denote by I an identity matrix. For a matrix or vector M over C, denote
by M⊤ the transpose of M , M the conjugate of M , and M∗ := M
⊤
. Denote
by Ev the expectation of a random variable v. For a positive integer m, denote
[m] := {1, . . . ,m}.
2. Main results
2.1. Matching polynomials. Let G be a graph of order n. A matching in G is
a set of pairwise non-adjacent edges. Let mk(G) be the number of matchings of G
consisting of k edges and let m0 = 1. Heilmann and Lieb [9] defined the matching
polynomial of G as
µG(x) :=
∑
k≥0
(−1)kmk(G)xn−2k.
Since µG(x) can be written as xf(x
2) or f(x2) for some polynomial f , the roots of
µG(x) are symmetric about the origin. Denote by ρ(µG) the largest absolute value
of the roots of µG(x). It is proved that µG(x) has only real roots [9]. So ρ(µG) is
exactly the largest root of µG(x).
Godsil and Gutman [5] proved that the expected characteristic polynomial over
uniformly random signings of a graph is its matching polynomial. Greaves, Mohar,
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and O [6] showed that the the expected characteristic polynomial over uniformly
random orientations of a graph is also equal to its matching polynomial.
Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph and T be a spanning tree of G. Let
OriT (G) be the set of all partial orientations of G with respect to T . We show that
the expected characteristic polynomial of H(GσT ) over all uniformly random partial
orientations σ of G with respect to T is equal to the matching polynomial of G.
Theorem 2.1. Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph and T be a spanning tree of
G. Then
Eσ∈OriT (G) det(xI −H(GσT )) = µG(x).
Proof. Suppose G has n vertices. Let S(S) denote the set of permutations over
a finite set S. By expanding the determinant as a sum over all permutations in
S(V ), we have
Eσ∈OriT (G) det(xI −H(GσT )) = Eσ∈OriT (G)
∑
pi∈S(V )
sgnπ
∏
v∈V
(xI −H(GσT ))v,pi(v)
=
n∑
k=0
(−1)kxn−k
∑
S⊆V,
|S|=k
∑
pi∈S(S)
sgnπEσ∈OriT (G)
∏
v∈S
H(GσT )v,pi(v).
The entries of H(GσT ) = (h
σ
uv) can be viewed as mutually independent random
variables, except those constant entries hσuv = 1 for {u, v} ∈ E(T ), and pairs of hσuv
and hσvu for {u, v} ∈ E(G)\E(T ) which are inverse to each other (i.e. hσuvhσvu = 1).
Note that Eσ∈OriT (G)h
σ
uv = 1 for every {u, v} ∈ E(T ), and Eσ∈OriT (G)hσuv = 0 for
every {u, v} ∈ E(G)\E(T ).
For each π ∈ S(S), if there exists a vertex v ∈ S such that {v, π(v)} /∈ E(G),
surely
∏
v∈S H(G
σ
T )v,pi(v) = 0. So it suffices to consider those π ∈ S(S) such that
{v, π(v)} ∈ E(G) for all v ∈ S. Let π = π1 · · ·πt ∈ S(S) be a decomposition
of π into the product of disjoint cycles π1, . . . , πt, where t ≥ 1. If π contains a
cycle say π1 := (vi1 . . . vit) of length t at least 3, then G contains a cycle Cpi1 with
edges {vi1 , vi2}, . . . , {vit , vi1}. As T is a spanning tree of G, there exists at least
one edge say e1 := {vi1 , vi2} of Cpi1 outside T . So e1 is oriented by σ in GσT , and
Eσ∈OriT (G)h
σ
vi1vi2
= 0, which implies that in this situation
Eσ∈OriT (G)
∏
v∈S
H(GσT )v,pi(v) = 0.
So it is enough to consider those π which is a product of involutions π1, . . . , πt. Let
πj = (vi2j−1 , vi2j ) for j ∈ [t]. Then the edges {vi2j−1 , vi2j} for j ∈ [t] consist of a
matching of size t such that all vertices of S are matched; simply call π a matching
on S. In this case, |S| is even, t = |S|/2, and for j ∈ [t]
Eσ∈OriT (G)h
σ
vi2j−1 ,vi2j
hσvi2j ,vi2j−1
= Eσ∈OriT (G)1 = 1.
So we have
sgnπEσ∈OriT (G)
∏
v∈S
H(GσT )v,pi(v) = (−1)|S|/2.
By the above discussion, we get
Eσ∈OriT (G) det(xI −H(GθT )) =
n∑
k=0,
k even
xn−k
∑
|S|=k
∑
matchings
pionS
(−1)k/2 = µG(x).

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2.2. Interlacing polynomials. A univariate polynomial is called real-rooted if all
of its coefficients and roots are real.
Definition 2.2. [11] A real-rooted polynomial g(x) =
∏n−1
j=1 (x − αj) interlaces a
real-rooted polynomial f(x) =
∏n
j=1(x− βj) if
β1 ≤ α1 ≤ β2 ≤ α2 ≤ . . . ≤ αn−1 ≤ βn.
The polynomials f1, . . . , fk is said to have a common interlacing if there is a single
polynomial g such that g interlaces each of the fi for i ∈ [k].
Definition 2.3. [11] Let S1, . . . , Sm be finite sets, and let fs1,...,sm(x) be a real-
rooted polynomial of degree n with positive leading coefficient for every assignment
(s1, . . . , sm) ∈ S1 × · · · × Sm. For a partial assignment (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ S1 × · · · × Sk
with k < m, define
fs1,...,sk =
∑
sk+1∈Sk+1,...,sm∈Sm
fs1,...,sk,sk+1,...,sm
as well as
f∅ =
∑
s1∈S1,...,sm∈Sm
fs1,...,sm .
The polynomials {fs1,...,sm}s1,...,sm is said to form an interlacing family if for all k =
0, . . . ,m− 1 and all (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ S1 × · · · × Sk, the polynomials {fs1,...,sk,t}t∈Sk+1
have a common interlacing.
Lemma 2.4. [3, 4, 1] Let f1, . . . , fk be (univariate) polynomials of the same degree
with positive leading coefficients. Then f1, . . . , fk have a common interlacing if and
only if
k∑
i=1
λifi is real-rooted for all nonnegative λ1, . . . , λk.
Lemma 2.5. [11] Let S1, . . . , Sm be finite sets, and let {fs1,...,sm} be an interlacing
family. Then there exists some (s1, . . . , sm) ∈ S1 × · · · × Sm such that the largest
root of fs1,...,sm is at most the largest root of f∅.
Lemma 2.6. [11, 6] If a1, . . . , am, b1, . . . , bm are vectors in Cn, D is a Hermitian
positive semidefinite matrix, and p1, . . . , pm are real numbers in [0, 1]. Then the
polynomial
∑
S⊆[m]

∏
j∈S
pj



∏
j /∈S
(1− pj)

 det

xI +D +
∑
j∈S
aja
∗
j +
∑
j /∈S
bjb
∗
j


has only real roots.
2.3. Partial orientation. Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph and let T be a
spanning tree of G. Suppose that E(G)\E(T ) has m edges, say ei = {ui, vi} for
i ∈ [m]. We specify a vertex say ui for each edge ei for i ∈ [m]. Let Si = {−1, 1} for
i ∈ [m]. Then the partial orientations σ ∈ OriT (G) are in bijective correspondence
with the m-tuples (s1, . . . , sm) ∈ S1×· · ·×Sm by the rule si = σ(ui, vi) for i ∈ [m].
Under this correspondence, we define
fs1,...,sm(x) := det(xI −H(GσT )).
For a vertex v ∈ V , denote by ǫv ∈ RV a vector with entries indexed the vertices
of V such that it has only one nonzero entry 1 on the position indexed by v.
Theorem 2.7. The polynomials {fs1,...,sm(x)} form an interlacing family.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.4, we only need to prove that for every k = 0, . . . ,m − 1, for
all (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ {−1, 1}k, and for every λ ∈ [0, 1], the polynomial
λfs1,...,sk,1 + (1− λ)fs1,...,sk,−1 =: P
is real-rooted. Note that P can be written as
P = λ
∑
sk+2,...,sm∈{±1}
fs1,...,sk,1,sk+2,...,sm+(1−λ)
∑
sk+2,...,sm∈{±1}
fs1,...,sk,−1,sk+2,...,sm .
We claim that we can rewrite P as the form of Lemma 2.6 by taking the following
values for the constants pj and vectors aj , bj (j ∈ [m]).
Set
pj =


(1 + sj)/2, if 1 ≤ j ≤ k,
λ, if j = k + 1,
1/2, if k + 2 ≤ j ≤ m.
For each edge e = {u, v} ∈ E(T ), define a matrix Je := (ǫu − ǫv)(ǫu − ǫv)⊤.
Let JT :=
∑
e∈E(T ) Je, which is positive semidefinite. Define aj = ǫuj + iǫvj and
bj = ǫuj − iǫvj for j ∈ [m].
For each partial orientation σ ∈ OriT (G) bijectively corresponding to (s1, . . . , sm) ∈
{−1, 1}m, if S ⊆ [m] is the set of indices j for which sj = 1, then
JT +
∑
j∈S
aja
∗
j +
∑
j /∈S
bjb
∗
j = D −H(GσT ),
where D is the diagonal matrix consisting of the degrees of vertices of G. So we
have
P = λ
∑
sk+2,...,sm∈{±1}
fs1,...,sk,1,sk+2,...,sm + (1− λ)
∑
sk+2,...,sm∈{±1}
fs1,...,sk,−1,sk+2,...,sm
= 2m−k−1
∑
S⊆[m]

∏
j∈S
pj



∏
j /∈S
(1− pj)

 det

xI −D + JT +
∑
j∈S
aja
∗
j +
∑
j /∈S
bjb
∗
j

 .
Let ∆ be the maximum degree in G and y = x − ∆. Then P (x) = 2m−k−1Q(y),
where
Q(y) =
∑
S⊆[m]

∏
j∈S
pj



∏
j /∈S
(1− pj)

 det

yI + (∆I −D + JT ) +
∑
j∈S
aja
∗
j +
∑
j /∈S
bjb
∗
j

 .
Since ∆I−D+JT is positive semidefinite, Lemma 2.6 indicates that Q(y) has only
real roots. Hence P (x) has only real roots and the result follows. 
Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 2.7 indicate that there exists (s1, . . . , sm) ∈ S1×· · ·×Sm
(corresponding to a partial orientation σ ∈ OriT (G)) such that the largest root of
fs1,...,sm(= det(xI −H(GσT ))) is no more than the largest root of f∅, which is equal
to 2mEθ∈OriT (G) det(xI −H(GσT )) = 2mµG(x) by Theorem 2.1. So we arrive at the
main result of this paper.
Theorem 2.8. Let G be a connected graph and let T be a spanning tree of G. Let
µG(x) be the matching polynomial of G. Then there exists a partial orientation σ
of G respect to T such that λmax(G
σ
T ) ≤ ρ(µG).
If G is a bipartite graph, then H(GσT ) has a symmetric spectrum about the origin
for any partial orientation σ [10]. So we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.9. Let G be a connected bipartite graph and let T be a spanning tree
of G. Let µG(x) be the matching polynomial of G. Then there exists a partial
orientation σ of G respect to T such that ρ(GσT ) ≤ ρ(µG).
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Mohar [12] introduced an operation on mixed graphs, called four-way switching.
In matrix language, a four-way switching s of a mixed graphD is corresponding to a
diagonal matrix S with entries Svv ∈ {±1,±i} such that S−1H(D)S is a Hermitian
adjacency matrix of a mixed graph denoted by DS , where DS is obtained from D
by the four-switching s. Call the matrix S with the above property a switching
matrix. The converse of a mixed graph D, denoted by D⊤, is obtained from D by
reverse the orientation of each arc of D [12]. Note that H(D⊤) = H(D)⊤ = H(D).
Two mixed graphs are called switching equivalent if one can be obtained from
another by a sequence of four-way switchings and/or taking converse [12]. For a
mixed graph D, applying to D firstly by taking converse and then taking four-way
switching by a switching matrix S, is equivalent to applying to D firstly by taking
four-way switching by the switching matrix S(= S−1) and then taking converse, as
SH(D)S = SH(D)S. Also, applying to D by two four-way switchings is equivalent
to one four-way switching as S2(S1H(D)S1)S2 = (S1S2)H(D)(S1S2). So, a mixed
graph D1 is switching equivalent to D2 if D2 can be obtained from D1 by firstly
taking a four-way switchings and then at most one converse, namely H(D2) =
S−1H(D1)S or H(D2) = S
−1H(D1)S for some switching matrix S.
Lemma 2.10. Let G be a connected graph and let T be a spanning tree of G, and
let σ be a partial orientation of G with respect to T
(1) GσT is switching equivalent to G if and only if G = T .
(2) GσT is switching equivalent to an oriented graph of G if and only if for any
even cycle C of G, T contains at most |C|−2 edges of C, where |C| denotes
the number of edges of C.
Proof. (1) Clearly the sufficiency holds by taking I as the switching matrix. Sup-
pose GσT is switching equivalent to G. As H(G) = H(G), there exists a switching
matrix S such that
(2.1) S−1H(GσT )S = H(G).
Fix a vertex u ∈ V , and without loss of generality assume that Suu = 1. Let v be
a neighbor of u in T . Then, by comparing the (u, v)-entries of both sides of Eq.
(2.1), S−1uu Svv = 1, implying that Svv = 1.
Now let w 6= u be an arbitrary vertex of V . As T is a spanning tree of G, there
exists a path P : u = u0u1 . . . up = w in T . By the above discussion,
Suu = Su0u0 = Su1u1 = · · · = Supup = Sww = 1.
So S is an identity matrix, and H(GσT ) = H(G). The necessity follows by the
definition.
(2) Fixing a vertex u ∈ V , let V1 (respectively, V2) be the set of vertices of V
with even distance (respectively, odd distance) to u in T . Then V1, V2 consist of a
bipartition of V , where u ∈ V1.
Assume that GσT is switching equivalent to an oriented graph
~G. As H(~G) =
H(~G⊤) and ~G⊤ is still an oriented graph. So we can assume that there exists a
switching matrix S such that
(2.2) S−1H(GσT )S = H(
~G).
Without loss of generality assume that Suu = 1. Let v ∈ V2 be a neighbor of u in T .
Then, by comparing the (u, v)-entries of both sides of Eq. (2.2), S−1uu Svv ∈ {−i, i},
implying that Svv ∈ {−i, i}. If w ∈ V1 is a neighbor of v in T other than u, by Eq.
(2.2) we have S−1vv Sww ∈ {−i, i}, implying that Sww ∈ {−1, 1}.
Now let z be an arbitrary vertex in V1. Then there exists a path P : u =
u0u1 . . . u2q = z in T , where u2i ∈ V1 for i = 0, . . . , q, and u2i+1 ∈ V2 for i =
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0, . . . , q − 1. By the above discussion, we have u2i ∈ {−1, 1} for i = 0, . . . , q, and
u2i+1 ∈ {−i, i} for i = 0, . . . , q − 1. So Szz ∈ {−1, 1}. Similarly, Szz ∈ {−i, i} for
an arbitrary vertex z in V2.
Let C be an even cycle C of G of length ℓ. Assume to the contrary, T contains
ℓ− 1 edges of C. Let e = {u1, v1} be the edge of C which is not lying on T , and is
oriented by σ to be an arc say (u1, v1). Then e is an edge between V1 and V2, say
u1 ∈ V1 and v1 ∈ V2. Considering the (u1, v1)-entries of both sides of Eq. (2.2), we
have
S−1u1u1 · i · Sv1v1 ∈ {−i, i},
which yields a contradiction as Su1u1 ∈ {−1, 1} and Sv1v1 ∈ {−i, i}. So we prove
the necessity.
Next assume that for any even cycle C of G, T contains at most |C| − 2 edges
of C. Then no edges of E(G)\E(T ) lie between V1 and V2; otherwise G would
contain an even cycle C such that T contains |C| − 1 edges of C. Define a diagonal
matrix S with entries Svv ∈ {−1, 1} if v ∈ V1 and Svv ∈ {−i, i} if v ∈ V2. Then
S−1H(GσT )S is a Hermitian adjacency matrix of an oriented graph of G, where S
is the switching matrix. 
By Lemma 2.10, if G contains no even cycles, then GσT is switching equivalent
to an oriented graph. So our result in this case is a conclusion of the results of
Greaves et al. (Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2) as switching equivalence preserves
the spectrum.
However, if G contains an even cycle C of length ℓ and T is a spanning tree of
G containing ℓ − 1 edges of C, then GσT cannot switching equivalent to oriented
graphs. So our result in this case is not within the conclusion of Greaves et al.. If G
is further bipartite, then by Corollary 2.9 we still have a result similar to Corollary
1.2. But, in general, Corollary 2.9 cannot hold for non-bipartite graphs.
Example 2.11. Let G = D5, an undirected graph in Fig. 2.1. The matching
polynomial of G is µG(x) = x
4 − 5x2 + 2, whose spectral radius ρ(µG) ≈ 2.136. If
taking the path with edges {1, 2}, {2, 3}, {3, 4} as the spanning tree T of G, then
we have two non-switching equivalent graphs D1 and D2 under partial orientations
of G with respect to T . By Lemma 2.10, neither D1 nor D2 is switching equivalent
to an oriented graph of G. If taking the star with edges {1, 2}, {2, 3}, {2, 4} as the
spanning tree T ′ of G, then we have two non-switching equivalent graphs D3 and
D4 under partial orientations of G with respect to T
′. By Lemma 2.10, both D3
and D4 are switching equivalent to oriented graph of G, which have symmetric
spectra.
The characteristic polynomials of Di for i ∈ [5] are respectively
ϕD1(x) = x
4 − 5x2 + 2x+ 2, ϕD2 (x) = x4 − 5x2 − 2x+ 2,
ϕD3(x) = x
4 − 5x2 + 4, ϕD4(x) = x4 − 5x2, ϕD5(x) = x4 − 5x2 − 4x,
whose largest eigenvalues and least eigenvalues are respectively
λmax(D1) = −λmin(D2) ≈ 1.814, λmin(D1) = −λmax(D2) ≈ −2.343,
ρ(D3) = 2, ρ(D4) ≈ 2.236, λmax(D5) ≈ 2.562, λmin(D5) ≈ −1.562.
We have λmax(D1) < ρ(µG) but ρ(D1)  ρ(µG), and ρ(D3) < ρ(µG).
Example 2.12. Let G = H3, an undirected graph in Fig. 2.2. The matching poly-
nomial of G is µG(x) = x
4 − 4x2 + 2, whose spectral radius ρ(µG) ≈ 1.848. Taking
the path with edges {1, 2}, {2, 3}, {3, 4} as the spanning tree T of G, then we have
only one graph under switching equivalence, namely H1 of Fig. 2.2, under partial
orientation of G with respect to T . By Lemma 2.10, H1 is not switching equivalent
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1 4
32
1 4
32
1 4
32
1 4
32
D1 D2 D3 D4
1 4
32
D5
Figure 2.1. Five non-switching equivalent non-bipartite mixed graphs
1 4
32
1 4
32
1 4
32
H1 H2 H3
Figure 2.2. Three non-switching equivalent bipartite mixed graphs
to an oriented graph of G. Any oriented graph of G is switching equivalent to H2
or H3 of Fig. 2.2.
The characteristic polynomials of Hi for i ∈ [3] are respectively
ϕH1(x) = µG(x) = x
4 − 4x2 + 2, ϕH2(x) = x4 − 4x2 + 4, ϕH3(x) = x4 − 4x2.
whose spectral radii hold
ρ(H2) ≈ 1.414 < ρ(H1) = ρ(µG) ≈ 1.848 < ρ(H3) = 2.
From Example 2.11 and Example 2.12, we wonder that among all orientations
of a graph, the minimum spectral radius of Hermitian adjacency matrix is attained
at an oriented graph.
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